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Abstract 
Friiberg, R., A characterization of k-trees, Discrete Mathematics 104 (1992) 307-309. 
The purpose of this note is to give a local criterion for a graph to be a k-tree. We show that a 
connected graph with the right number of edges is a k-tree if and only if the neighbourhood of 
each vertex is a (k - l)-tree. 
We denote the complete graph on r vertices by K,. For a graph G and a vertex 
TV in G we denote, in analogy to the similar situation for simplicial complexes, by 
lk,(v) the subgraph induced by the neighbourhood of v. In further analogy to 
simplicial complexes, we define the f-vector (f, , . . . , fk) associated to a graph to 
be the vector whose ith coordinate f; is the number of sub-Ki’s in G. The 
following inductive definition of a k-tree is customary: 
(i) Kk is a k-tree. 
(ii) If G is a k-tree and u a new vertex, and u is adjoined to G via a sub-Kk of 
G (so {v} U Kk is complete) then {v} U G is a k-tree. 
Thus a O-tree is a set of isolated vertices and a l-tree is a usual tree. The 
f-vector of a k-tree with k + n vertices, it 2 0, is 
For a general reference to k-trees, see [l, 21. If G is a k-tree, k 2 1, then 
(obviously) G is connected and it is not hard to see that lk&v) is a (k - 1)-tree 
for each 21 E G. We will show that if a connected graph has the right number of 
edges for a k-tree, then we have the converse. If lk,(v) is a (k - l)-tree for each 
u E G we cannot conclude that G is a k-tree as the following example shows. Let 
k>l and n>3k+l. Let V0={1,2,...,n} and for i#j let (i,j)eE’ if 
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li -iI6 k mod n. Then G” = (V”, E”) is a graph with lk&(v) a (k - 1)-tree for 
each u E Go, but Go is not a k-tree. That it is necessary to assume connectedness 
is shown by the following example. Let V’ = {l’, 2’, . . . , (2k)‘}, let (i, i) E E’ if 
li -il c k and let G’ = (V’, E’). Now let G = (V” U V’, E”U E’) (disjoint 
unions). Let H be the graph defined by G = (V, E), where V = { 1, 2, . . . , n + 
2k) and (i, i) E E if Ii --iI c k. Then G and H have the samef-vector and the sets 
{lk,(v) ( 21 E G) and QWv) 1 ZJ E H} are equal, and H is a k-tree but G is not. 
Theorem. For k 3 0, n 3 0, let G. be a graph with k + n vertices and ($) + nk 
edges such that lk,(v) is a (k - 1)-tree for each v E G. Then the following hold: 
(i) G has the same f-vector as a k-tree. 
(ii) If G is connected then G is a k-tree. 
Proof. (i) Suppose there are k - 1 + n, vertices in lk,(v), thus k - 1 + n, edges 
from v. Hence 
and we get 
&n,=2((t)+nk)-(k-l)(k+n)=n(k+l). 
Now let r 2 3. Since lk,(v) is a (k - 1)-tree with k - 1 + n, vertices, there are 
(:I:) + r&Z:) d’ff 1 erent &i’s in lk,(v), so there are the same number of Kr’s 
in G with one vertex in v. We have 
Thusf, = (:) + n(,! ,) and (i) is proved. 
(ii) If n = 0 or k = 0, the result is trivially true, so we can assume n > 0 and 
k > 0. Suppose lk,(v) is a Kk for each v E G. Then, since G is connected, we 
have that G is a Kk+, . This gives the result if n = 1. We claim that each Kk in G 
belongs to a Kk+l in G. In order to prove this, suppose we have a Kk say G’ in G 
and let v be any vertex in G’, Since lk,(v) is a (k - 1)-tree, it contains some Kk. 
Now G’ - v belongs to lkc(v), so there must exist another vertex w in lk,(v) 
which is a neighbour to all vertices in G’ - v. This gives that G’ + w is a Kk+l 
containing G’. Since each of the n K k+l’s contains k + 1 different Kk’s, the 
number of inclusions of the Kk’s in the Kk+,‘s in G is (k + 1)n. Since 
(k + 1)n - fk = (k + 1)n - (1 + nk) = n - 1 there are at most n - 1 different Kk’s 
belonging to at least two Kk+l ‘s. Since fk = 1 + nk, this gives that there are at 
least n(k - 1) + 2 different Kk’s belonging to only one Kk+l. Since fktl = n there 
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are at least two Kk+,’ s having k Kk’s belonging to only one Kk+,. Thus there is a 
Kkcl (in fact at least two) with a vertex v belonging to only this Kk+l. If n > 1 we 
can delete TV together with all k edges to u and get a new graph with k + (rz - 1) 
vertices and (5) + (n - 1)k edges which is a k-tree if and only if G is a k-tree. 
Thus we are ready by induction on n. 
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